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Introduction

First Nations Engineering Services Ltd. (FNESL)

• FNESL is a 100% Aboriginal owned municipal planning and engineering firm established in 1995

• Has worked with AFN on several studies, including Education Capital Needs Assessment, Education 
Infrastructure O&M Needs Assessment, and policy review projects.

Justin Gee, P.Eng.
Vice President, FNESL

• Worked with FNESL since 1998

• Holds his P.Eng designation in Ontario, B.C., and Manitoba

• Registered professional planner with the Canadian Institute of Planning and Ontario Institute of 
Planners
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Introduction

Hold on tight!
There is a lot of uncertainty right 

now.

Let’s discuss why, and 
what we can expect over 
the next year.
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Introduction – on the infrastructure side
Project Feasibility study estimate 

(year completed)
Detailed design estimate 
(year completed)

Proposals received 
(year)

1. New water treatment plant, lake 
intake, watermain and elevated 
storage reservoir

$27,000,000 (2018) $43,000,000 (2022) Not yet out for 
tender

2. New water treatment plant, lake 
intake, watermain and elevated 
storage reservoir

$40,000,000 (2020) $90,000,000 (spring 2022) 
Value engineering study 
says it may be higher

Not yet out for 
tender

3. Water treatment upgrade, and 
watermain extension

$11,000,000 (2019) $22,000,000 (2022) Not yet out for 
tender

4. Feasibility study for a school $17,000,000 (2019) $30,000,000 (2022) Not yet out for 
tender

5. Upgrade to an existing water 
treatment plant

$6,200,000 (2021) Low: $11,300,000
#2  :$11,340,000
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Overview

Three things to discuss:
1. What led to such a volatile situation
2. How the market is responding
3. What this means going forward
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What led to the current volatility

• COVID-19 is the driver for escalation. 
• Extreme weather, chip shortages 

impacting many industries, 
transportation logistics backlogs, 
shifting labour throughout 2020 and 
2021

• Not an exhaustive list

• These aren’t mutually exclusive, produce a feedback loop

COVID-19

Extreme 
Weather

Labour 
Shortages

Suez Canal

Chip 
Shortages

St. Lawrence 
low water

A COMBINATION OF FACTORS 
(NOT TO SCALE)
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What led to the current volatility

From August 2020 to August 2021, sharp year-over-year 
increases were witnessed:

77.50%

71.10%

67.20%

61.30%

49.00%

31.40%

22.90%

0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00% 90.00%

Regular gasoline unleaded

Particle board and OSB

Diesel fuel

Plywood

Steel bars, plates & structural shapes

Copper wire and cable

Gypsum

Year/Year Price Increases (August 2020-August 2021)
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How markets are responding

• Lumber prices are approaching peak 2021 prices quickly and may 
reach new all-time highs.

• Unregulated U.S. markets are attracting inventory away from some 
Canadian provinces (E.x. New Brunswick softwood exported to 
Maine)
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How markets are responding

Construction worker 
wages have risen 6% in 
Feb 2022 over the same 
time in 2021. 
• Fastest pace recorded 

since 1982
• May help relieve labour

shortage and increase 
housing construction

Source: Business Insider - Construction worker pay grew at the 
fastest rate in 40 years as builders are desperate to keep up with 
the real estate boom (via yahoo.com)

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/construction-worker-pay-grew-fastest-185524510.html
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How markets are responding

Statistics Canada 
recorded all-time 
high number of 
building permits 
in Nov 2021
Forecasting 
lower number of 
permits through 
2022, however
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How markets are responding

• Overall inflation for 
2022 is 5.1% (Bank of 
Canada)

• Some supplies have 
dropped in price; 
however, these are 
rapid fluctuations and 
may spike again.

• Y/Y increase from 
October 2020 – 2021 
was 215% for 
structural steel, to 
contrast 

-20.0% -10.0% 0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0%

LABOUR

SOFTWOOD LUMBER

PLYWOOD

STRUCTURAL STEEL

REBAR

CONCRETE (RESIDENTIAL)

GYPSUM

FUEL

Labour Softwood
Lumber Plywood Structural

Steel Rebar
Concrete

(Residentia
l)

Gypsum Fuel

Per cent increase 6.0% 28.0% 50.0% -9.4% 9% 8.0% 25% 33.3%

2021-2022 Y/Y Increases for residential 
construction materials/costs as of Feb 2022
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How markets are responding

• The Russian invasion of 
Ukraine is driving gas 
prices to new highs and 
will have far-reaching 
impacts on all prices.

• It’s too early to predict 
how much this will push 
markets.
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How markets are responding

Suppliers are 
raising prices 
across a variety of 
other construction 
materials
U.S. Bureau of 
Labour Statistics 
reported these 
escalations over 
18 months ending 
January 2022

Copper wire +30%

Plastic Water Pipe + 106 %

Sheet Steel + 236%
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What this means going forward

Factors including…

• Aging workforce and low interest in skilled trades

• Canada-wide, 337,000 jobs created in February. Unemployment 
rate dropped to 5.5 % (5% is considered full employment)

• Government investment in major infrastructure

• Reduced competition due to consolidation among contractors

• Financial stress on insurance & bonding companies

• Bundling of smaller contracts by government

Have all contributed to higher demand, lower supply, increased 
operating costs and less competition in industry.
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What this means going forward

The Bank of Canada Increased interest rates on March 2, 2022 

What will this do?
• The higher cost of borrowing money will increase the 

cost of projects
• Conventional wisdom is that this will help curb inflation
• Not all experts agree that higher rates will have the full 

desired effect on inflation in current, unprecedented 
conditions

0.50 %
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What this means going forward

Demand > Supply 

• Contractors can be selective of which projects they 
pursue

• They can price their services according to the risk 
associated with material shortages and price volatility

• This means small remote communities will have a more 
difficult time attracting qualified contractors
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What this means going forward

War in Ukraine

• Apart from gas prices, the war will send ripples through 
supply chains

• The specifics are difficult to predict, but we can expect it 
to drive further inflation

• Geopolitically, China’s relationship with the West as a 
major supplier of manufactured goods, and their close 
relationship with Russia is a wildcard right now
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What this means going forward

Will prices drop?

• Construction prices have deflated only twice in the last 
50 years, both times during recession years of 2009 and 
2010
• Business volume dropped 33% and jobs fell 30%

• By comparison, during the pandemic, volume dropped 
8% and jobs dropped 14%. 
• More jobs were gained back than volume, which means more jobs 

are needed to do the same work, leading to higher inflation.

Source: Construction Inflation 2022 « Construction Analytics (edzarenski.com)

https://edzarenski.com/2022/02/11/construction-inflation-2022/


Thank you
Questions or discussion?
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